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Uniqueness
u·nique·ness

/ˌyo͞oˈnēknəs/

noun
the quality of being the only one of its kind.

the quality of being particularly remarkable, 
special, or unusual.

Oxford Languages Dictionary



191 Uniqueness (“Bragging” points)

● Commitment to the tools of Cultural Proficiency 
● Strong Cultural Liaison Model
● Profile of a One91 Learner
● Robust Voluntary Pre-kindergarten program
● Strategic Roadmap development 
● K-12 Pathways implementation 
● New Math curriculum 
● Heggerty and Science of Reading 
● Grow Your Own Pathway 
● Associate of Arts Pathway 
● Award Winning Avid Program
● K-12 Virtual Academy
● Expansive high school course offerings



Our Focus

● High expectations for excellence
● Multicultural centered/asset based focused
● Commitment to authenticity over time
● Shared stories, energy and experiences
● Adaptive readiness
● Clarity with messages across system



Enhancing School Introductions 
and Transitions

● Enrollment Process 

● Strong Tour Program

● Visibility and Connections

● Bridging Pre-K to Kindergarten

● Elementary to Middle School

● Middle School to High School

Increased attention to:



Focus on the Long Game

We will be a school district the provides 
transformative learning experiences that 
mirror students’ own stories, and where 
students will:

● Be equipped to meet rigorous 
academic challenges that build their 
capacity to pursue excellence, 

● Embrace the humanity of all people 
and welcome diverse perspectives 
and voices, and

● Be supported by a caring community 
that sparks their curiosity and fuels 
their progress down a 
self-determined path. 

Vision Statement
Core Values

Caring Community

Cultural Proficiency

Future Readiness

Inclusive Partnership

Student Agency



Your Unique Experience

Each Student. Future Ready. Community Strong.

Personal Experience

Team Member Connections

Student Successes

Caring Community

Strategic Direction

School Reports



Current Reality

Each Student. Future Ready. Community Strong.

Family survey data, staff survey, exit 
survey data, budget sessions feedback

Personal experience, student successes, 
caring community, strategic direction

School reports- staff, student and parent 
perspectives

Transition opportunities - K, elementary 
to middle, middle to high



New Ideas

Attract and Retain

● Enhance counter narratives- Tell stories 
and share “Bragging” points

● Continue to create a positive and 
equitable daily experience for students

● Targeted outreach to families 
interested in a virtual learning 
experience, such as exceptional 
athletes who compete nationally and 
internationally, medically fragile 
children



Even small positive shifts in 
thinking, create huge results if 

you are consistent in your efforts.
-Nanette 
Mathews

Thank you


